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Abstract: In this paper we have presented a new approach to grid computing for processing video and image 

using Remote Method Invocation (RMI). Our proposed grid consists of four components: Donor, Server, Client 

and Service. Donor allows server to use its resources so that server can provide services to the clients using the 

donors’ resources. Donor registers itself to the server as a resource holder. Server receives request along with 

dataset from a client for a specific service. Server splits the dataset into smaller units and invites the registered 

donors for processing the smaller units. Each donor sends processed data to the server. Server compiles the 

processed data received from different donors and performs some basic operations on the processed data and 

replies the client with the result. Performance of the grid is evaluated in terms of time complexity 
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I. Introduction 
Grid Computing is an emerging technology that provides seamless access to computing power and data 

storage capacity distributed over the globe. Grid computing is the application of several computers to a single 
problem at the same time; usually, to a scientific or technical problem that requires a great number of computer 

processing cycles or access to large amounts of data. Grid computing depends on a server to divide and 

distribute pieces of a program or module among several computers, sometimes up to many thousands. Grid 

computing can also be thought of as distributed and large-scale cluster computing, as well as a form of network-

distributed parallel processing [1] [2]. 

In the present work, grid computing is developed with RMI [3]. A lot of low configuration computers 

can contribute to the grid computing and make a high speed computing power. Hence working load of a server 

can be reduced magically using some low cost devices. Applications required high speed computing power can 

be carried out in the grid smoothly. On the other hand, time complexity of grid computing is inversely 

proportional to the number of donors. All the communications in the grid are carried out through the use of 

message serialization for safety and security. In this paper Section II shows the architecture of the proposed grid. 

Section III describes RMI and Callback RMI used in the grid. Section IV presents the process of donor 
registration and cancellation.  Section V covers the process of submission of client request for services. 

Description of job scheduling is given in Section VI. Section VII covers description of the remote services 

provided by the proposed grid. Performance evaluation of the present work is presented in Section VIII and 

concluding remarks are given in Section IX. 

 

II. Architecture of the Proposed Grid 
In grid computing, at least four components are required; Server, Donor, Client and Services. Due 

considerations should be given to the significance of these components in implementing grid computing.  

Server: This is the key component of grid computing that receives request from clients for providing 
the available services. Client provides dataset to the server along with the request depending on the requested 

service. In this case, a video or an image is sent to the server. Client can also send the dataset to the service 

provider or donor by avoiding the server. However, request must be submitted to the server. After receiving the 

dataset from a client, server splits the dataset into different units and each unit is sent to a single donor. Then 

donor performs operation on the received units and sends the result back to the server. After receiving the results 

from all the donors, server combines the results and combined result is sent to the client as a finished product. 

The donor containing the module for processing dataset is considered as a remote module with respect to the 

server as server can invoke the module. Similarly the server containing the module is considered as a remote 

module with respect to the client.  

Donor: This component allows client to use its resources through server. Donor registers itself to the 

server willingly for sharing its resources in grid computing. Donor itself can also request server for a specific 
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service as a client. When server receives request for a specific service from a client along with the dataset, 

server splits the dataset into different parts according to the number of available registered donors. Server can 

send data to either all the registered donors or some of the registered donors. Time for processing dataset and 
volume of dataset is considered to decide how many registered donors should be selected. Server sends different 

parts of the dataset to the registered donors necessary for processing the whole dataset. Donor receives the 

smaller unit, performs the requested operation on the unit and sends the result back to the server. It is also 

possible for a single donor to provide multiple services. However, in this system only two services are 

considered.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure-1: Architecture of the proposed Grid Computing 

 

Client: This component of grid computing requests the server for the available services. It also sends 

dataset along with the request. Client receives the result from the server. Client does not know anything about 

the donors as server randomly selects the available donors. Client can also register itself to the server as a donor 

for sharing its resources in the grid computing.  

Services: Server provides two services to the client, image processing and video processing. For Image 
Processing, an image is sent as input to the server. Server splits the image into different segments and sends the 

segments to the donors. Donors perform operations on the segments such as low pass filtering, high pass 

filtering, motion blur filtering etc. Then they send the filtered segments back to the server. Server compiles the 

segments received from different donors and replies the client by sending the processed image. 

On the other hand for processing video, a video is sent to the server or to the donor on the basis of its 

size. If client sends the video to the server, server splits the video into a number of smaller units. Each unit 

contains a small number of frames. If client sends the video to the donor, client must split the video as per server 

instructions and send the smaller unit to the donors.  

Service does not matter in the context of this system. Any service can be given from this system 

provided that donors are capable enough for the execution of the service.   
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III. Communication Using RMI and Callback RMI 
In the proposed system, RMI is used for communication between client and server and between server 

and donor. Server creates a class and defines some methods in the class. Using this class it creates an object and 

exports it to a directory service or object registry called RMI registry [4][5]. This object is remote with respect 

to the client and donor. Client finds the necessary remote object in the object registry and using the reference of 

the remote object it can invoke the remote method in server side. 

Callback RMI is used for communication between donor and server [3][6]. Server exports its remote 

object, IP address and port number to the object registry [7]. Each object registry maintains a list of exported 

objects and supports an interface for looking up these objects. Donor finds the necessary remote object in the 

object registry and using the reference it can invoke the remote method in server side to register itself in the 

server. Server only communicates with the registered donors for assigning the jobs requested from a client.  

 

IV. Registration Process of a Donor 
In the server side, two remote methods need to be provided. By invoking a remote method donor can 

register itself to the server. Another remote method is invoked to cancel the registration. A donor invokes 

remote method in server side for registration by sending its interface reference. It is necessary for the server to 

maintain a data structure for the interface references of donors. In this proposed grid, vector is used to maintain 

the references, but any suitable data structure can be used [8][9]. In the donor side, two remote methods need to 

be provided for two services: video processing and image processing. Donor creates an interface to declare these 

two remote methods. Donor sends an interface reference to the server during the registration procedure. Server 

inserts this interface reference into the vector. Using this interface reference server can invoke any remote 
method in the donor side for having a specific service [10]. Execution of this remote method is carried out using 

the resources of the donor [11]. When donor invokes a remote method in server side to cancel its registration, 

server removes the donor’s interface reference from the vector.  

 

V. Submission of Client Request for Services 

Client can request server for any of the two services. For that, at first client finds the reference of the 

service in the RMI registry, then using the reference client can invoke a method in server for submitting a 

request [12]. Server contains this method for receiving the client requests and for making a queue of the client 

requests. Server selects the client request from the queue and forwards the request to the donor by invoking a 
remote method in donor side. In this system two services are available: video processing and image processing. 

Client requests for these services with a proper dataset. For processing video, client invokes a remote method 

with a video and the number of frames in the video. For having image processing service, client invokes a 

remote method with an image as a parameter. 

 

VI. Job Scheduling 
In the server side the received dataset is divided into different parts depending on the number of available 

registered donors in the grid. Job scheduling is carried our as per the following rules. 

 Server divides the received dataset into different smaller units. 

 Server assigns different tasks to the donor. 

 Donor performs its job and sends the result back to the Client. 

 If any donor cancels its registration, then server distributes the task among the remaining   registered 

donors.  

 If there is no registered donor, then server cannot provide services to the client.  

 

VII.  Remote Services 
In the proposed system server provides two services to the client; a service for receiving a request for 

image processing and another for video processing. All services are defined as remote methods. To have a 
specific service client invokes remote method located in the server. In server side, this remote method receives 

the dataset and splits the dataset into different parts according to the number of available registered donors, and 

then the remote method located in the donor side is invoked with the smaller part of the large dataset. After the 

execution of the methods, all donors send the results of the operation performed on the individual smaller units 

to the server.  

Client can request for the video processing service. In that case client invokes remote method in the 

server side by sending a video and the number of frames in the video.  In the server side, the video is divided 

into different units according to the available registered donors, and then the remote method in the donor side is 

invoked with an individual part of the video and the number of frames in an individual part. In the donor side, 

this remote method performs the video processing requested by the server and returns the result back to the 

remote method of the server side. In this way server receives different results from different donors, finally it 
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performs some basic operations on different results received from all the donors, and returns the final result 

back to the client.  

Similarly for image processing service, the remote method in the server side is invoked from the client 
side by sending an image and resolution of the image. This image is divided into different parts according to the 

number of interested registered donors, and then the remote method in the donor side is invoked with the small 

part of the image and its resolution. In the donor side, image processing operations (high pass filtering, low pass 

filtering etc.) are performed on the input image and the remote method in the donor side returns the result back 

to the remote method in the server. Server merges the processed images received from different donors to 

produce the same size of the original image and performs some basic operations on the whole image and sends 

the whole image to the client. 

 

VIII. Performance Evaluation 
As proposed grid can provide two services, a video with 1000 frames and an image with 1024x1024 

sizes are used to evaluate the performance of the grid. 

A video is sent from client to the server for having video processing service. Server divides the video 

into appropriate number of parts and passes different parts to different donors. Donors perform video processing 

operations on the given number of frames and send the results back to the server. Server combines the frames 

received from different donors in the original order and sends the final result back to the client. Figure 2 shows 

the service for video processing. Let us consider that a client sends a video with 1000 frames to the server and 

there are four registered donors in the grid. Now server splits the video into four parts i.e. First part consists of 1 

to 250 frames, Second part consists of 251 to 500 frames and so on. A single part is sent to a single donor. Now 

let us consider that Donor3 registration is cancelled. Then server sends the video to only three registered donors 

Donor1, Donor2 and Donor4, and not to Donor3.  
On the other hand, client can invoke image processing service by sending an image to the server. 

Server divides the image into smaller parts and sends different parts to different donors. Donors perform the 

requested operation on the smaller parts. In the proposed system motion blur filtering is applied on the smaller 

parts. Then the filtered image is sent back to the server. After receiving all parts of the image from different 

donors server merges different parts of the image and sends the processed and merged image to the client. 

Figure 3 shows the image processing service. 

In case of video processing service and four donors time complexity can be reduced to four times.  

Similarly, in case of image processing service and two donors time complexity can be reduced to two times. 

Hence, it is realized that there is a correspondence between the number of donors and time complexity.  

 

IX. Conclusion 
In this paper a new approach to grid computing using RMI is proposed and developed for sharing 

resources. The performance is found with a high level of satisfactory. There are still scopes to optimize the grid 

for better performance. Some scopes for the future development are presented in the following section. 

RMI is used in the present work. However in future, mobile agent could be used to implement grid 

computing. In RMI, machines are reserved for donors and clients. In case of mobile agent any machines could 

be selected for donors and clients during the execution of grid computing. In the present work, the same volume 

of job is assigned to all the available registered donors but in future job may be assigned according to the 
capacity of the donor. On the other hand a new format of the messages could be proposed in the future research 

for safe communication. 
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Figure 2: Video processing service 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Image processing service 
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